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2 spacesRGB-package

spacesRGB-package Calculate with RGB spaces

Description

RGB spaces are confusing because for each RGB space, up to three RGB vectors are involved:

• linear scene RGB that corresponds to light from a scene

• non-linear signal RGB encoded from scene RGB

• linear display RGB that corresponds to light emitted from a display

Without qualification, the non-linear signal RGB is usually meant. This is the case for grDevices::rgb(),
grDevices::hsv(), grDevices::convertColor(), etc. This diagram shows the full processing
system.
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There are two XYZ vectors. Scene XYZ is converted to scene RGB by a 3x3 matrix M . This
matrix is uniquely determined by the xy chromaticities of the RGB primaries and the XYZ of
the whitepoint (3*2 + 3 = 9 total numbers). Display RGB is converted to display XYZ through
multiplication byM−1. In this packageM andM−1 are computed with full precision; the matrices
that may be published in the standard are not used.

All 4 vectors - scene RGB, scene XYZ, display RGB, and display XYZ - are called linear because
they are all linear functions of the spectral energy distrubution of light.

The terminology below is mostly taken from BT.709, BT.1886, and BT.2100

In this package, both linear RGB vectors are normalized to the cube [0,1]3; they are usually thought
of as optical in nature.
Signal RGB can be thought of as electrical in nature. It is common to think of this signal as an
8-bit number stored in the frame buffer, so the cube [0,255]3 is very commmon for signal RGB.
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This package allows the user to specify any positive number as the upper limit of the interval. The
relevant function argument is maxSignal.

The conversion function from optical scene RGB (linear) to electrical signal RGB (non-linear) is
called the Opto-Electronic Transfer Function (OETF). Each primary component (R,G, and B) is
transformed independently and has the same OETF. In this package, the OETF is always defined as
a map of [0,1] to itself. The classical OETF is the "1/γ power law". For Adobe RGB, the OETF
is classical with γ = 563/256 ≈ 2.2. For the most popular RGB space - sRGB - the OETF is a
continuous function defined in 2 pieces. In ICC profiles, it is called a Tone Response Curve (TRC),
or shaper curve.

All the transfer functions in this package are continuous and strictly increasing functions that take
[0,1] to itself. In fancy terminology they are orientation preserving homeomorphisms of [0,1]. All
transfer functions are either power laws, or well-approximated by power laws. The exponent giving
the best match is called the effective gamma, the approximate gamma, or the best-fit exponent for
the transfer function. The function summaryRGB() displays the best-fit exponent for the transfer
functions of all the installed RGB spaces.

The conversion function from electrical signal RGB (non-linear) to optical display RGB (linear)
is called the Electro-Optical Transfer Function (EOTF). Each primary component (R,G, and B) is
transformed independently and has the same EOTF. In this package, the EOTF is always defined as
a map of [0,1] to itself. The classical EOTF is the "γ power law". That is R′ = Rγ , where R′ is
display R and R is signal R.

All the RGB spaces in Lindbloom and all the pre-installed RGB spaces in this package (except for
the space 'HD+2.4'), have EOTF = OETF−1. This implies that scene RGB and display RGB are
the same, and that scene XYZ and display XYZ are the same. In SMPTE 240M, the OETF is the
transfer function of the reference camera, and the EOTF is the transfer function of the reference
reproducer, and they are inverses. Stated another way the Opto-optical Transfer Function (OOTF),
which is the composition of the OETF and the EOTF,

OOTF = EOTF ◦OETF

is the identity, i.e. trivial. In some contexts one says that the system gamma is 1, or that the end-
to-end exponent is 1. However, due to the Hunt effect and the Stevens effect, color reproduction is
more accurate when the the system gamma is *not* 1; see Color Appearance Model. See Examples
for creation of 'HD+2.4' - an RGB space with a non-trivial OOTF.

The following RGB space features are outside the scope of this package:

• black offset, as in BT.1886

• artistic adjustments, as in BT.2100

• high-dynamic range, as in BT.2100

• Academy Color Encoding System (ACES)

An excellent reference for all this is Poynton.

The API

The API is small. There are functions to

• convert between signal RGB and XYZ (both scene and display)

• convert between signal RGB and linear RGB (both scene and display)
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• install, uninstall, and query the dictionary of RGB spaces

The XYZ vector is always relative to the XYZ of the white point of the RGB space; there are no
functions for chromatic adaptation, as in Pascale.

It is also possible to convert between XYZ and linear RGB in one function call by overriding the
OETF and EOTF by setting TF=1 as follows
RGBfromXYZ( XYZ, TF=1 )
XYZfromRGB( XYZ, TF=1 )
In the first case, besides being more efficient, there is also no clamping to the unit cube, so one can
tell how far outside the cube that the linear RGB really is.

Note

All the RGB spaces are stored in a dictionary that initially contains sRGB, AdobeRGB, ProPhotoRGB,
AppleRGB, BT.709, BT.2020, 240M, and HD+2.4.
There are some close similarities.
BT.709 (created 1990) and sRGB (created 1996) have the same primaries and whitepoint, but differ-
ent transfer functions. sRGB copied its primaries and whitepoint from BT.709.
BT.709 and BT.2020 have very close transfer functions, differing only in precision.
HD+2.4 has the same primaries and OETF as BT.709, but a different EOTF.

Other Packages

Package colorspace has similar functionality, and is much faster because it is compiled. But it only
supports one RGB space - sRGB.
Package colorscience has very flexible conversion functions, which include gamma override and
chromatic adaptation, and it has all the RGB spaces in Lindbloom. But is structured so it only
allows one space with non-classical EOTF/OETF, namely sRGB.

Author(s)

Glenn Davis <gdavis@gluonics.com>

References

BT.709. Parameter values for the HDTV standards for production and international programme
exchange. June 2015.

BT.1886. Reference electro-optical transfer function for flat panel displays used in HDTV studio
production. March 2011.

BT.2020. Parameter values for ultra-high definition television systems for production and interna-
tional programme exchange. October 2015.

BT.2100. Image parameter values for high dynamic range television for use in production and
international programme exchange. June 2017

Lindbloom, Bruce. RGB/XYZ Matrices. http://brucelindbloom.com/index.html?Eqn_RGB_
XYZ_Matrix.html

Pascale, Danny. A Review of RGB Color Spaces ...from xyY to R’G’B’. http://www.babelcolor.
com/download/A%20review%20of%20RGB%20color%20spaces.pdf. 2003.

http://brucelindbloom.com/index.html?Eqn_RGB_XYZ_Matrix.html
http://brucelindbloom.com/index.html?Eqn_RGB_XYZ_Matrix.html
http://www.babelcolor.com/download/A%20review%20of%20RGB%20color%20spaces.pdf
http://www.babelcolor.com/download/A%20review%20of%20RGB%20color%20spaces.pdf
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Poynton, Charles. Digital Video and HD - Algorithms and Interfaces. Morgan Kaufmann. Sec-
ond Edition. 2012.

Wikipedia. Adobe RGB (1998). http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adobe_RGB_color_space.

Wikipedia. Color Appearance Model. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_appearance_model

Wikipedia. ProPhoto RGB. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ProPhoto_RGB_color_space.

Wikipedia. sRGB. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SRGB.

See Also

summaryRGB(), installRGB()

Examples

# Install an RGB space named 'HD+2.4', with encoding from BT.709 and display from BT.1886.
# the OOTF for this space is non-trivial

prim = matrix( c(0.64,0.33, 0.30,0.60, 0.15,0.06 ), 3, 2, byrow=TRUE )
white = c( 0.3127, 0.3290 )

installRGB( "HD+2.4", prim, white, OETF='BT.709', EOTF=2.4, overwrite=TRUE )

Linear RGB and XYZ Calculation

Convert Signal RGB coordinates to XYZ, or Linear RGB

Description

Convert signal RGB coordinates to XYZ, or to linear RGB

Usage

XYZfromRGB( RGB, space='sRGB', which='scene', TF=NULL, maxSignal=1 )

LinearRGBfromSignalRGB( RGB, space='sRGB', which='scene', TF=NULL, maxSignal=1 )

Arguments

RGB a numeric Nx3 matrix with non-linear signal RGB coordinates in the rows, or
a vector that can be converted to such a matrix, by row. These should be in the
appropriate cube [0,maxSignal]3.

space the name of an installed RGB space. The name matching is partial and case-
insensitive.

which the output XYZ or linear RGB - either 'scene' or 'display'. Usually the
OOTF for the space is the identity and so these two are the same.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adobe_RGB_color_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ProPhoto_RGB_color_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SRGB
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TF if not NULL, TF overrides the appropriate transfer function of space. TF can be
a positive number γ, or a transfer function that takes the interval [0,1] to itself.
If TF=1, the input RGB values taken to be linear and not clamped (see Value).
If TF is not NULL in LinearRGBfromSignalRGB(), then space and which are
ignored.

maxSignal maximum value of the input signal RGB. Other common values are 100, 255,
1023, 4095, and 65535. Even when 1, they are still taken to be non-linear signal
values.

Value

XYZfromRGB() returns a data.frame with N rows and these columns:

XYZ the calculated XYZ vectors. These are for viewing under the white point of the
given RGB space.

OutOfGamut a logical vector. TRUE means the input signal RGB is outside the cube [0,maxSignal]3.
If TF is not 1, then the input signal RGBs are clamped to the cube before further
calculations.

LinearRGBfromSignalRGB() returns a data.frame with N rows and these columns:

RGB the calculated linear RGB vectors. These are normalized to the unit cube.

OutOfGamut a logical vector. TRUE means the input signal RGB is outside the cube [0,maxSignal]3.
If TF is not 1, then the signal RGBs are clamped to the cube before linearizing.

In case of error, both functions return NULL.

References

Wikipedia. RGB color space. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_space

See Also

RGBfromXYZ(), SignalRGBfromLinearRGB(), installRGB()

Examples

XYZfromRGB( c(128,200,255, 0,0,0, 255,255,255), max=255 )$XYZ * 100
## X Y Z
## [1,] 47.59995 53.11406 102.332
## [2,] 0.00000 0.00000 0.000
## [3,] 95.04700 100.00000 108.883

XYZfromRGB( c(128,200,255, 0,0,0, 255,255,255), space='Adobe', max=255 )$XYZ * 100
## X Y Z
## [1,] 42.36074 50.82687 103.8475
## [2,] 0.00000 0.00000 0.0000
## [3,] 95.04700 100.00000 108.8830

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_space
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plotPatchesRGB Plot Patches defined by RGB

Description

RGB patches are a very common way of comparing color renderings. This function draws rectan-
gular patches, and can also draw triangles formed by omitting one vertex from the rectangle.

Usage

plotPatchesRGB( obj, space='sRGB', which='signal', maxColorValue=1,
background='gray50', shape='full', add=FALSE, labels=FALSE, ... )

Arguments

obj an Nx3 matrix of RGBs for N patches, preferably with assigned rownames. obj
can also be a data.frame containing a unique matrix column whose name starts
with the string 'RGB'. If obj has columns LEFT,TOP,WIDTH,HEIGHT then these
are used to place the patches, with the Y coordinate increasing going down the
page. If obj has columns LEFT,BOTTOM,WIDTH,HEIGHT then these are used to
place the patches, with the Y coordinate increasing going up the page. If there
are no columns defining the location and size of the patches, then defaults are
supplied, see Details.

space the name of an installed RGB space. When the input RGB is linear, a transfer
function of this RGB space is used to convert linear RGB to signal RGB, see
Details.

which the meaning of the RGB values in obj. Valid values are 'signal', 'scene',
and 'display'. See the Figure on page 2. Partial matching is used. For the
RGB processing, see Details.

maxColorValue a positive number used for input RGB scaling, see Details

background the color for the background behind all the patches. If it is a character string, it
is passed directly to par() as parameter bg. If it is a numeric vector of length
3, it is processed just like the input RGB in obj, see Details. If it is a number, it
is interpreted as graylevel, replicated to length 3, and treated as in the previous
sentence.

shape If shape='full' (the default) then the full rectangle is drawn.
If shape='half' then the rectangle is shrunk to 1/2 size, and with the same
center.
If shape is one of 'left', 'right', 'bottom', or 'top' then only a half-
rectangle is drawn, and keeping the specified side.
If shape is one of 'topleft', 'topright', 'bottomleft', or 'bottomright',
then only a triangular half of the rectangle is drawn, and keeping the specified
vertex.
If shape='hhex' then a hexagon is drawn inscribed in the rectangle with 2 hor-
izontal opposite sides (in contact with the rectangle sides). And if the aspect
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ratio of the rectangle is 2 :
√
3 the hexagon is regular. If shape='vhex' then the

inscribed rectangle has 2 vertical opposite sides.

add if TRUE then the patches are added to an existing plot

labels controls how the patches are labeled, using rownames(obj), or 1:N if rownames(obj)
is NULL. The function used is graphics::text(). If labels=FALSE then no la-
bels are plotted. If labels=TRUE then labels are plotted in the center of the patch
when there are columns defining the location and size of the patches, and to the
right of the patch otherwise.
labels can also be a character string defining the location where the labels are
drawn. It can be the side of the patches, i.e. left, right, top, or bottom, or the
corner of the patches, i.e. bottomleft, bottomright, topleft, or topright.

... additional arguments passed to graphics::text(). For example: adj, cex,
etc.

Details

If which='signal' then the input RGBs are converted to hex codes using rgb() using the maxColorValue
argument, and the space argument is ignored.
If which='scene' or which='display' then the input linear RGBs are normalized by division by
maxColorValue, and then converted to signal RGB using SignalRGBfromLinearRGB() with the
space argument. The signal RGB is then converted to hex codes using rgb().

If obj is a matrix, or a data.frame without columns LEFT,TOP,WIDTH,HEIGHT, then the patches are
drawn vertically stacked and abutting from top to bottom.

Value

TRUE if successful, and FALSE otherwise

See Also

SignalRGBfromLinearRGB(), installRGB(), rgb()

Examples

set.seed(0)
RGB = round( 255 * matrix( runif(6*3), 6, 3 ) )
plotPatchesRGB( RGB, max=255 )

RGB Space Management Manage RGB Spaces

Description

Install user-defined RGB Spaces, and query and summarize all installed RGB spaces
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Usage

installRGB( space, primaries, white, OETF, EOTF=NULL, overwrite=FALSE )
uninstallRGB( space )

getRGB( space, full=TRUE )

summaryRGB( verbosity=1 )

Arguments

space name of the RGB space to install or uninstall or query. After the RGB space is
installed, the string space can be used in the conversion functions, e.g. RGBfromXYZ()
and XYZfromRGB().

primaries 3x2 matrix with the CIE xy chromaticities of R,G,B in the rows, in that order

white a numeric 2-vector or 3-vector defining the whitepoint of the display. If white is
a 2-vector, it is interpreted as the CIE xy chromaticity of the whitepoint. If white
is a 3-vector, it is interpreted as the CIE XYZ of the whitepoint. All numbers
must be positive, but it is not necessary for Y to be 1. The whitepoint is linearly
transformed to RGB=(1,1,1). For better numeric compatibility with standards,
xy is recommended. For better numeric compatibility with Lindbloom, XYZ is
recommended.

OETF If OETF is a positive number γ, the Opto-Electronic Transfer function is the clas-
sical 1/γ power law.
OETF can also be a list with 2 transfer functions. The 1st function is the OETF,
and the 2nd function is the inverse OETF−1. Both of them should be monotone
on the interval [0,1] and take 0 to 0 and 1 to 1 (this is checked). They must
be inverses of each other (this is checked). Both functions must also be able to
take a matrix as argument and return a matrix with the same dimensions (this is
checked).
OETF can also be a single transfer function and then a suitable inverse is com-
puted using splinefun().
OETF can also be one of these strings: 'sRGB', 'ProPhotoRGB', 'BT.709',
'BT.2020', or '240M', which then installs the appropriate special OETF/OETF−1

conversion functions.

EOTF If EOTF is NULL (the default), then an appropriate EOTF and EOTF−1 are as-
signed so that the composition OOTF = EOTF◦OETF is the identity.
EOTF can also be one the values availabe for OETF (positive number, list of 2
functions, single function, or character string) which works just like OETF.

overwrite in installRGB(), space is compared with previously installed RGB space names
in case-insensitive way. If there is a match, and overwrite is FALSE, then the
installation fails. If overwrite is TRUE, then the existing space is overwritten.

full a logical that controls the return value of getRGB(), see Value.

verbosity an integer that controls the return value of summaryRGB(), see Value.
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Details

Both installRGB() and uninstallRGB() check for matches with existing names. The matching
is full (not partial) and case-insensitive. So it is impossible to have 2 spaces that differ only in case.

In getRGB() the name matching is partial and case-insensitive.

Value

installRGB() and uninstallRGB() return TRUE or FALSE.

summaryRGB(), with the default verbosity=0, returns the names of all installed RGB spaces. If
verbosity=1, it returns a data.frame with rows that contain primary, whitepoint, and transfer
function information for each space.
If the OETF is classical (pure 1/γ power law), the string is 1/γ. If the OETF is not classical, the
string is 1/~γ, where γ is the best-fit (or approximate or effective) γ to the OETF in the L1-norm.
Similarly, if the EOTF is classical (pure γ power law) the string is γ, and if the EOTF is not classical
the string is ~γ.
The OOTF is the quotient (to 2 decimal places) of the gammas of EOTF and OETF (either true
gamma or best-fit gamma). If either gamma is best-fit then the string is preceede by a '~', which
means effective.

getRGB(), with the default full=TRUE, returns a list with these items:

space the full and original name of the RGB space

primaries 4x2 matrix with the xy chromaticities of the RGB primaries plus white

whiteXYZ XYZ of the display white point, which maps to RGB=(1,1,1)

RGB2XYZ 3x3 matrix taking RGB to XYZ

XYZ2RGB 3x3 matrix taking XYZ to RGB

EOTF Electro-Optical Transfer Function, taking [0,1] to itself

OETF Opto-Electronic Transfer Function, taking [0,1] to itself

OOTF Opto-Optical Transfer Function, taking [0,1] to itself, and equal to EOTF◦OETF

All transfer functions are actual functions, and not the numerical exponent. They are suitable
for plotting. If full=FALSE, the transfer functions are omitted for extra speed. In case of error,
getRGB() returns NULL.

Warning

All the RGB spaces are stored in a dictionary. When package spacesRGB is loaded the dictio-
nary is locked, but is unlocked in the function .onAttach(). If the package is imported using
requireNamespace() or loadNamespace(), then installRGB() will fail because .onAttach() is
never called (.onLoad() was tried but it did not work). If this is a problem, use attachNamespace()
instead.

If installRGB() is successful, the installed space is only in the dictionary until the end of the R
session. To make it persist, please put the function call in an R script that is executed after the
package is attached.
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References

Lindbloom, Bruce. RGB/XYZ Matrices. http://brucelindbloom.com/index.html?Eqn_RGB_
XYZ_Matrix.html

See Also

RGBfromXYZ(), XYZfromRGB()

Examples

# install native RGB space for NEC PA242W display
prim = matrix( c(0.675,0.316, 0.199,0.715, 0.157,0.026), 3, 2, byrow=TRUE )
installRGB( 'PA242W', prim, c(0.95047,1,1.08883), OETF=2 )

# install a linear version of sRGB (OETF=1)
prim = matrix( c(0.64,0.33, 0.30,0.60, 0.15,0.06), 3, 2, byrow=TRUE )
installRGB( 'linear-sRGB', prim, c(0.3127,0.3290), OETF=1 )

# make plot comparing three EOTFs
plot( c(0,1), c(0,1), type='n', xlab='Electronic', ylab='Optical', las=1 )
grid(lty=1)
x = seq(0,1,by=1/64)
lines( x, getRGB('sRGB')$EOTF(x), col='black' )
lines( x, getRGB('linear')$EOTF(x), col='red' )
lines( x, getRGB('PA242W')$EOTF(x), col='blue' )

# Install an RGB space named 'HD+2.4', with encoding from BT.709 and display from BT.1886.
# the OOTF for this space is non-trivial
prim = matrix( c(0.64,0.33, 0.30,0.60, 0.15,0.06 ), 3, 2, byrow=TRUE )
white = c( 0.3127, 0.3290 )
installRGB( "HD+2.4", prim, white, OETF='BT.709', EOTF=2.4, over=TRUE )

# make plot comparing two OOTFs
plot( c(0,1), c(0,1), type='n', xlab='Optical in', ylab='Optical out', las=1 )
grid(lty=1)
lines( x, getRGB('sRGB')$OOTF(x), col='black' )
lines( x, getRGB('HD+2.4')$OOTF(x), col='red' )

Signal RGB Calculation

Convert XYZ or Linear RGB to Signal RGB

Description

Convert XYZ or Linear RGB to Signal RGB, multiple RGB spaces are available

http://brucelindbloom.com/index.html?Eqn_RGB_XYZ_Matrix.html
http://brucelindbloom.com/index.html?Eqn_RGB_XYZ_Matrix.html
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Usage

RGBfromXYZ( XYZ, space='sRGB', which='scene', TF=NULL, maxSignal=1 )

SignalRGBfromLinearRGB( RGB, space='sRGB', which='scene', TF=NULL, maxSignal=1 )

Arguments

XYZ a numeric Nx3 matrix with CIE XYZ coordinates in the rows, or a vector that
can be converted to such a matrix, by row. The XYZ are assumed to be viewed
under the white-point of the given RGB space.

RGB a numeric Nx3 matrix with linear RGB coordinates in the rows, or a vector that
can be converted to such a matrix, by row. The RGB are assumed normalized to
the unit cube, but are allowed to be outside it.

space the name of an installed RGB space. The name matching is partial and case-
insensitive.

which the input linear RGB - either 'scene' or 'display'. Usually the OOTF for the
space is the identity and so these two are the same.

TF if not NULL, TF overrides the appropriate transfer function of space. TF can be
a positive number, or function that takes the interval [0,1] to itself. If TF=1, the
output RGB values are actually linear, and not clamped (see Value). If TF is not
NULL in SignalRGBfromLinearRGB(), then space and which are ignored.

maxSignal maximum value of non-linear RGB. Other common values are 100, 255, 1023,
4095, and 65535. Even when 1, they are still taken to be non-linear Signal
values.

Value

a data.frame with N rows and these columns

RGB signal RGB. If TF is not 1, all input linear RGB values are clamped to the unit
cube, which implies that the signal RGBs are inside the cube [0,maxSignal]^3.
Values are not rounded.

OutOfGamut logical vector, TRUE means the input linear RGB was outside the unit cube
before clamping it

In case of error, the functions return NULL.

References

Wikipedia. RGB color space. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_space

See Also

XYZfromRGB(), LinearRGBfromSignalRGB(), installRGB()

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_space
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Examples

RGBfromXYZ( c(80.310897,90.306510,84.613450, 100,100,100)/100, max=255 )
## RGB.R RGB.G RGB.B OutOfGamut
## 1 230.1514 249.4148 225.2711 FALSE
## 2 255.0000 249.1150 244.4963 TRUE
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